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Want	more?	Stock	Image	Jumpstart	your	GMAT	exam	preparations	with	the	official	study	guide,	featuring	real	GMAT	questions—and	their	answers—	written	by	the	creators	of	the	test.In	addition	to	more	than	900	questions,	the	13th	Edition	features:A	new	online	study	companion	with	50	Integrated	Reasoning	questions	and	answer	explanations*An
Integrated	Reasoning	chapter	with	details	about	the	new	GMAT	exam	sectionA	100-question	diagnostic	exam	to	help	focus	your	test	preparation	effortsGrammar	review	covering	concepts	tested	on	the	GMAT	Verbal	sectionComprehensive	math	review	covering	concepts	tested	on	the	GMAT	Quantitative	sectionHelpful	tips	to	help	you	prepare	for	the
GMAT	examPlease	note:	There	is	no	overlap	between	questions	found	in	The	Official	Guide	for	GMAT®	Review,	13th	Edition,	The	Official	Guide	for	GMAT®	Quantitative	Review,	The	Official	Guide	for	GMAT®	Verbal	Review,	and	GMATPrep®	software.		The	new	practice	questions	in	the	13th	Edition	replace	155	practice	questions	from	the	12th	
Edition.	We	have	scavenged	the	forum	for	the	best	of	the	best	OG	Question	discussions	and	presenting	to	you	the	Quantitative	Collection!Feedback	and	suggestions	are	welcome	-	please	PM	me.	_________________	Originally	posted	by	Bunuel	on	02	Dec	2012,	06:16.	If	you	have	any	suggestions,	please	PM	me.	Updated	Math	Expert	Joined:	02	Sep	2009
Posts:	86129	Re:	The	Official	Guide	for	GMAT	©	Review	13th	Edition	[#permalink]			11	Mar	2013,	02:13	Find	details	about	every	math	question	available	in	the	Official	Guide	for	GMAT	Review	13th	edition	Questions	new	to	the	OG	13	and	not	included	in	OG	12	are	marked	with	a	*	Find	links	to	the	discussions	of	every	math	question	with	detailed
solutions	_________________	Re:	The	Official	Guide	for	GMAT	©	Review	13th	Edition	[#permalink]	04	Jan	2018,	01:53	Diagnostic	TestQ	#1PSMediumWord	ProblemsLast	month	a	certain	music	club	offered	a	discount	toQ	#2PSEasyStatistics	and	sets	problemsThe	average	arithmetic	mean	of	the	integers	from	200	toQ	#3PSMediumSequencesThe
sequence	a1	a2	a3	an	is	such	that	an	anQ	#4PSMediumProbabilityAmong	a	group	of	2	500	people	35	percent	invest	inQ	#5PSMediumGeometryA	closed	cylindrical	tank	contains	36pi	cubic	feet	of	waterQ	#6PSMediumOverlapping	SetsA	marketing	firm	determined	that	of	200	households	surveyedQ	#7PSMediumProbabilityA	certain	club	has	10
members	including	harry	one	of	theQ	#8PSMediumStatistics	and	sets	problemsIf	a	certain	toy	store	s	revenue	in	november	was	2	5	of	itsQ	#9PSMediumStatistics	and	sets	problemsA	researcher	computed	the	mean	the	median	and	the	standardQ	#10PSMediumGeometryIn	the	figure	shown	what	is	the	value	of	v	x	y	z	wQ	#11PSHardCombinationsOf
the	three	digit	integers	greater	than	700	how	many	haveQ	#12PSMediumPercents	and	Interest	ProblemsPositive	integer	y	is	50	percent	of	50	percent	of	positiveQ	#13PSMediumRemaindersIf	s	and	t	are	positive	integers	such	that	s	t	64	12	whichQ	#14PSMediumOverlapping	SetsOf	the	84	parents	who	attended	a	meeting	at	a	schoolQ
#15PSMediumArithmeticThe	product	of	all	the	prime	numbers	less	than	20	is	closestQ	#16PSMediumAlgebraIf	root	3	2x	root	2x	1	then	4xQ	#17PSEasyRootsIf	n	root	16	81	what	is	the	value	of	root	nQ	#18PSEasyNumber	PropertiesIf	n	is	the	product	of	the	integers	from	1	to	8	inclusiveQ	#19PSMediumGeometryIf	k	is	an	integer	and	2	k	7	for	how
many	differentQ	#20PSMediumGeometryA	right	circular	cone	is	inscribed	in	a	hemisphere	so	thatQ	#21PSMediumPercents	and	Interest	ProblemsA	right	circular	cone	is	inscribed	in	a	hemisphere	so	thatQ	#22PSMediumGeometryA	container	in	the	shape	of	a	right	circular	cylinder	isQ	#23PSMediumDivisibility/Multiples/FactorsIf	the	positive	integer
x	is	a	multiple	of	4	and	theQ	#24PSMediumDistance/Rate	ProblemsAaron	will	jog	from	home	at	x	miles	per	hour	and	then	walkQ	#25DSMediumFractions/Ratios/DecimalsIf	the	units	digit	of	integer	n	is	greater	than	2	what	isQ	#26DSEasyNumber	PropertiesWhat	is	the	value	of	the	integer	pQ	#27DSMediumArithmeticIf	the	length	of	wanda	s
telephone	call	was	rounded	up	toQ	#28DSMediumGeometryWhat	is	the	perimeter	of	isosceles	triangle	mnpQ	#29DSMediumOverlapping	SetsIn	a	survey	of	retailers	what	percent	had	purchasedQ	#30DSMediumWord	ProblemsThe	only	gift	certificates	that	a	certain	store	soldQ	#31DSMediumStatistics	and	sets	problemsIs	the	standard	deviation	of
the	set	of	measurements	x1	x2Q	#32DSMediumStatistics	and	sets	problemsIs	the	range	of	the	integers	6	3	y	4	5	and	x	greaterQ	#33DSMediumInequalitiesIs	5	xQ	#34DSMediumOverlapping	SetsOf	the	companies	surveyed	about	the	skills	they	required	inQ	#35DSEasyAlgebraWhat	is	the	value	of	w	q	1	3w	3	3q	2	5w	5qQ	#36DSEasyGeometryIf	x	and
y	are	points	in	a	plane	and	x	lies	inside	theQ	#37DSMediumInequalitiesIs	x	y	1	x	y	2	2	x	2	yQ	#38DSMediumDistance/Rate	ProblemsIf	paula	drove	the	distance	from	her	home	to	her	college	atQ	#39DSMediumCoordinate	GeometryIn	the	xy	plane	if	line	k	has	negative	slope	and	passesQ	#40DSEasyPercents	and	Interest	ProblemsIf	5	000	invested	for
one	year	at	p	percent	simple	annualQ	#41DSMediumInequalitiesIf	x	y	z	0	is	xQ	#42DSEasyNumber	PropertiesDoes	the	integer	k	have	at	least	three	different	positiveQ	#43DSMediumStatistics	and	sets	problemsIn	city	x	last	april	was	the	average	arithmetic	meanQ	#44DSEasyNumber	PropertiesIf	m	and	n	are	positive	integers	is	root	m	n	an	integerQ
#45DSMediumWord	ProblemsOf	the	66	people	in	a	certain	auditorium	at	most	6	peopleQ	#46DSMediumStatistics	and	sets	problemsLast	year	the	average	arithmetic	mean	salary	of	theQ	#47DSEasyOverlapping	SetsIn	a	certain	classroom	there	are	80	books	of	which	24	areQ	#48DSEasyGeometryIf	p	is	the	perimeter	of	rectangle	q	what	is	the	value	of
pV	#1RCBusiness/Short	PassageAccording	to	economic	signaling	theory	consumers	may	149974.hV	#2RCBusiness/Short	PassageAccording	to	economic	signaling	theory	consumers	may	149974.hV	#3RCBusiness.Short	PassageAccording	to	economic	signaling	theory	consumers	may	149974.hV	#4RCBusiness/Short	PassageAccording	to	economic
signaling	theory	consumers	may	149974.hV	#5RCBusiness/Short	PassageAccording	to	economic	signaling	theory	consumers	may	149974.hV	#6RCScience/Long	PassageThe	idea	of	the	brain	as	an	information	processor	aV	#7RCScience/Long	PassageThe	idea	of	the	brain	as	an	information	processor	aV	#8RCScience/Long	PassageThe	idea	of	the
brain	as	an	information	processor	aV	#9RCScience/Long	PassageThe	idea	of	the	brain	as	an	information	processor	aV	#10RCScience/Long	PassageThe	idea	of	the	brain	as	an	information	processor	aV	#11RCScience/Long	PassageThe	idea	of	the	brain	as	an	information	processor	aV	#12RCSocial	Sciences/Short	PassageSource	og	12	diag	test	womeni
s	grassroots	activism	anV	#13RCSocial	Sciences/Short	PassageSource	og	12	diag	test	womeni	s	grassroots	activism	anV	#14RCSocial	Sciences/Short	PassageSource	og	12	diag	test	womeni	s	grassroots	activism	anV	#15RCSocial	Sciences/Short	PassageSource	og	12	diag	test	womeni	s	grassroots	activism	anV	#16RCSocial	Sciences/Short
PassageSource	og	12	diag	test	womeni	s	grassroots	activism	anV	#17RCSocial	Sciences/Short	PassageSource	og	12	diag	test	womeni	s	grassroots	activism	anV	#18CREasyWeakenVasquez	morrell	assurance	specializes	in	insuring	manufacturersV	#19CRMediumStrengthenProlonged	spells	of	hot	dry	weather	at	theV	#20CRMediumWeakenIn	the	past
most	children	who	went	sledding	in	the	winteV	#21CRMediumEvaluateMetal	rings	recently	excavated	form	seventh	centurV	#22CRMediumEvaluation	of	a	PlanFoleasying	several	years	of	declining	advertising	saleV	#23CRMediumWeakenMotorists	in	a	certain	country	frequently	complain	thatV	#24CRMediumInferenceThe	percentage	of	households
with	an	annual	income	of	moV	#25CREasyStrengthenTiger	beetles	are	such	fast	runners	that	they	can	capture	virtuallV	#26CRMediumWeakenGuillemots	are	birds	for	arctic	regions	they	feed	on	fisV	#27CREasyComplete	the	passageSome	batches	of	polio	vaccine	used	around	1960	wereV	#28CRMediumAssumptionGortland	has	long	been	narrowly
self	sufficient	in	both	grain	and	meaV	#29CREasyEvaluation	of	a	PlanThe	hazelton	coal	processing	plant	is	a	major	employer	inV	#30CRMediumWeakenA	physically	active	lifestyle	has	been	shown	to	helpV	#31CRMediumInferenceCheever	college	offers	several	online	courses	via	remoteV	#32CRMediumStrengthenFor	years	the	beautiful	renaissance
buildings	in	palititV	#33CREasyExplainDuring	the	1980s	and	1990s	the	annual	number	ofV	#34CRMediumWeakenA	year	ago	dietz	foods	launched	a	yearlong	advertisinV	#35SCEasyComparisonsExplanation	required	for	og	sV	#36SCMediumParallelismNew	data	from	united	states	forest	service	ecologists	showV	#37SCMediumComparisonsLike	the
grassy	fields	and	old	pastures	that	the	uplanV	#38SCMediumParallelismThe	results	of	two	recent	unrelated	studies	support	the	ideV	#39SCMediumVerb	Tense/FormAccording	to	scholars	the	earliest	writing	was	probably	noV	#40SCMediumModifiersIn	1995	richard	stallman	a	well	known	critic	of	the	patent	systeV	#41SCMediumSubject	Verb
AgreementExcavators	at	the	indus	valley	site	of	harappa	in	eastern	145974.hV	#42SCMediumPronounsThe	supreme	court	has	ruled	that	public	universities	maV	#43SCMediumSubject	Verb	AgreementDespite	the	increasing	number	of	women	graduatinV	#44SCMediumModifiersSeldom	more	that	40	feet	wide	and	12	feet	deep	but	it	raV
#45SCMediumIdiomsIn	1923	the	supreme	court	declared	a	minimum	wage	for	womeV	#46SCEasyParallelismExplanation	required	for	og	sV	#47SCEasyComparisonsLike	embryonic	germ	cells	which	are	cells	that	develoV	#48SCEasyParallelismCritics	contend	that	the	new	missile	is	a	weapon	whoseV	#49SCHardModifiersAs	an	actress	and	more
importantly	as	a	teacher	of	actinV	#50SCMediumParallelismBy	developing	the	secure	digital	music	initiative	the	recordinV	#51SCEasyComparisonsWhereas	a	ramjet	generally	cannot	achieve	high	speedsV	#52SCEasyComparisonsIt	will	not	be	possible	to	implicate	melting	sea	ice	in	the	coasta	Problem	Solving1PSEasyOperations	with	rational
numbersA	project	scheduled	to	be	carried	out	over	a	single	fiscal2PSEasyArithmetic	Properties	of	numbersFor	which	of	the	foleasying	values	of	n	is	100	n	n	not	an3PSEasyAreaRectangular	floors	x	and	y	have	equal	area	if	floor	x	is4PSEasyAlgebra	Simplifying	algebraic	expreA	case	contains	c	cartons	each	carton	contains	b	boxes
and5PSEasyProperties	of	numbersThe	sum	of	prime	numbers	that	are	greater	than	60	but	less6PSMediumApplied	problemsA	rainstorm	increased	the	amount	of	water	stored	in	state	j7PSMediumInterpretation	of	graphsOn	the	graph	above	when	x	1	2	y	2	and	when8PSEasyPercentsWhen	1	10	percent	of	5	000	is	subtracted	from	1	10
of9PSEasyOperations	on	radical	expressionsWhich	of	the	foleasying	is	the	value	of	root	3rd	rt10PSMediumProbabilityRaffle	tickets	numbered	consecutively	from	101	through11PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsWhen	leo	imported	a	certain	item	he	paid	a	7	percent	import12*PSEasyStatisticsThe	numbers	of	cars	sold	at	a	certain	dealership	on	six
of13*PSEasyQuadrilaterals;	PerimeterA	rectangular	garden	is	to	be	twice	as	long	as	it	is	wide14*PSEasyInequalities;	Absolute	valueIf	y	1	2	11	2	which	of	the	foleasying	could	be	a	value15*PSEasyFractionsAt	a	supermarket	john	spent	1	2	of	his	money	on	fresh	fruit16PSEasyStatisticsOn	monday	a	person	mailed	8	packages	weighing	an
average17PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersTopic18PSEasyVolumeA	carpenter	constructed	a	rectangular	sandbox	with	a19PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbers;	PerA	bakery	opened	yesterday	with	its	daily	supply	of	40	dozen20PSEasyProperties	of	numbersWhat	is	the	25th	digit	to	the	right	of	the	decimal	point	in21PSEasyPercents150	is	what
percent	of22PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersThe	ratio	2	to	1	3	is	equal	to	the	ratio23PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersRunning	at	the	same	constant	rate	6	identical	machines	can24PSEasyProperties	of	numbersOf	the	five	coordinates	associated	with	points	a	b	c	d25PSEasyPercentsOf	the	50	researchers	in	a	workgroup	40	percent	will
be26PSEasyProperties	of	numbersIf	n	is	a	prime	number	greater	than	3	what	is	the	remainder27PSEasyOperations	with	rational	numbers128PSEasyCoordinate	geometryIn	the	figure	above	the	coordinates	of	point	v	are29PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsA	rope	40	feet	long	is	cut	into	two	pieces	if	one	piece	is30PSEasyStatisticsA	student	s	average
arithmetic	mean	test	score	on	4	tests31PSEasyPercentsLucy	invested	10	000	in	a	new	mutual	fund	account	exactly32PSEasyProperties	of	numbersIf	the	quotient	a	b	positive	which	of	the	foleasying	must	be33PSEasyInterpretation	of	graphs	and	tablesThe	dots	on	the	graph	above	indicate	the	weights	and	fuel34PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsHow	many
minutes	does	it	take	john	to	type	y	words	if	he35PSEasyOperations	on	radical	expressionsRoot	of36PSEasyCircles	and	areaIf	o	is	the	center	of	the	circle	above	what	fraction	of	the37*PSEasySimplifying	algebraic	expressionsWhich	of	the	foleasying	equations	is	not	equivalent	to	10y38PSEasyApplied	problemsIf	juan	takes	11	seconds	to	run	y	yards	how
many	seconds39PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersJohn	has	10	pairs	of	matched	socks	if	he	loses	7	individual40PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersWhat	is	the	easyest	positive	integer	that	is	divisible	by41PSEasyOperations	with	rational	numbers142PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsIf	1	5	0	2	x	5	then	x43PSEasyCoordinate	geometryIn	the
figure	above	the	point	on	segment	pq	that	is	twice	a44PSEasyProperties	of	integersIf	n	is	an	integer	which	of	the	foleasying	must	be	even45PSMediumSecond-degree	equationsIf	4	is	one	solution	of	the	equation	x2	3x	k	10	where46PSEasyOperations	with	rational	numbersThe	sum	7	8	1	9	is	between47PSEasySimultaneous	equationsIf	x	1	3t	and	y	2t	1
then	for	what	value	of	t	does	x48PSEasyOperations	with	rational	numbers149*PSMediumApplied	problemsCar	x	averages	25	0	miles	per	gallon	of	gasoline	and	car	y50PSMediumInequalitiesHow	many	integers	n	are	there	such	that	1	5n51PSEasyAbsolute	value;	Operations	with	intIf	y	is	an	integer	then	the	least	possible	value	of52PSEasyOperations
with	radical	expressionsRoot	80	root53PSEasyStatisticsThe	average	arithmetic	mean	of	10	30	and	50	is	5	more54PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsIn	the	equation	above	k	is	a	constant	if	y	17	when	x55PSEasyInterpretation	of	tables;	Applied	pIn	the	table	above	what	is	the	number	of	green	marbles	in	j56*PSMediumRatio	and	proportionFour	staff
members	at	a	certain	company	worked	on	a	project57*PSMediumPercentsCompany	p	had	15	percent	more	employees	in	december	than	it58PSMediumPercentsA	glass	was	filled	with	10	ounces	of	water	and	0	01	ounce59PSEasyApplied	problemsA	glucose	solution	contains	15	grams	of	glucose	per60*PSMediumApplied	problemsOn	a	certain	day
orangeade	was	made	by	mixing	a	certain61*PSEasyCoordinate	geometryIn	the	xy	plane	what	is	the	slope	of	the	line	with	equation62PSEasyPolygonsIn	the	figure	above	if	pqrs	is	a	parallelogram	then	y	x63PSEasyArithmeticIf	1	kilometer	is	approximately	0	6	mile	which	of	the64PSMediumFirst-degree	equations;	OperationsA	certain	fruit	stand	sold
apples	for	0	70	each	and	bananas65PSMediumMeasurement	conversionThe	average	distance	between	the	sun	and	a	certain	planet	is66PSMediumRatio	and	proportionAt	a	certain	school	the	ratio	of	the	number	of	second	grade67PSEasyStatisticsIf	m	is	the	average	arithmetic	mean	of	the	first68PSMediumProbability;	Concepts	of	setsTwo	integers	will
be	randomly	selected	from	the	sets	above69*PSEasyCoordinate	geometry;	Circles;	AreaIn	the	coordinate	plane	a	circle	has	center	2	3	an70PSMediumSimplifying	algebraic	expressionsAt	a	certain	instant	in	time	the	number	of	cars	n71*PSMediumPercentsYesterday	s	closing	prices	of	2	420	different	stocks	listed72PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsIf	y	3x
5	2	y	and	y	0	then	x73PSEasyAlgebraIf	x	5	2	and	x	3	7	the	value	of	x	must	be	between74PSEasyProperties	of	numbersA	gym	class	can	be	divided	into	8	teams	with	an	equal	number75*PSVery	HardAnglesIn	the	figure	above	triangle	abc	is	equilateral	and	point76PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersAt	least	2	3	of	the	40	members	of	a	committee	must
vote	in77*PSEasyProperties	of	numbersIf	n	20	17	then	n	is	divisible	by	which	of	the78*PSMediumVolumeIn	the	rectangular	solid	above	the	three	sides	shown	have79*PSMediumApplied	problemsAfter	driving	to	a	riverfront	parking	lot	bob	plans	to	run80*PSMediumEstimationM	is	the	sum	of	the	reciprocals	of	the	consecutive
integers81*PSMediumApplied	problemsWorking	simultaneously	at	their	respective	constant	rates	m82PSEasyApplied	problemsIn	the	johnsons	monthly	budget	the	dollar	amounts	allocate83PSEasySimultaneous	equations;	Applied	proThere	are	4	more	women	than	men	on	centerville	s	board	of84PSEasyOperations	with	rational	numbersLeona	bought
a	1	year	10	000	certificate	of	deposit	that85PSMediumOperations	with	rational	numbersTopic86PSEasyApplied	problemsMachine	a	produces	bolts	at	a	uniform	rate	of	120	every87PSMediumProperties	of	numbersIf	n	is	an	integer	greater	than	6	which	of	the	foleasying	mu88PSEasyApplied	problemsThe	total	cost	for	company	x	to	produce	a	batch	of
tools	i89PSMediumFactoring	and	Simplifying	algebraicA	dealer	originally	bought	100	identical	batteries	at	a	tota90PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsIn	an	increasing	sequence	of	10	consecutive	integers	the91*PSMediumStatisticsIf	q	is	an	odd	number	and	the	median	of	q	consecutive92*PSMediumTrianglesA	ladder	of	a	fire	truck	is	elevated	to	an	angle
of	60	and93PSEasySystems	of	equationsIf	jake	loses	8	pounds	he	will	weigh	twice	as	much	as	his94PSEasyPercentsA	store	reported	total	sales	of	385	million	for	february	of95PSMediumProperties	of	numbersWhen	positive	integer	x	is	divided	by	positive	integer	y96PSEasyPercents;	Applied	problemsIn	a	certain	city	60	percent	of	the	registered	voters
are97PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbers98PSEasyApplied	problemsWater	consists	of	hydrogen	and	oxygen	and	the	approximate99PSEasySecond-degree	equations;	SimultaneoIf	x	2x	1	0	and	x	1	2	2x	3	0	then	x100PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersOn	a	scale	that	measures	the	intensity	of	a	certain	phenomen101PSEasyStatisticsFor	the
positive	numbers	n	n	1	n	2	n	4	and	n102PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsIf	t	5	9	k	32	and	if	t	290	then	k	143763.h103PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersThe	water	from	one	outlet	feasying	at	a	constant	rate	can104PSMediumPerimeter;	Pythagorean	theoremIf	a	square	mirror	has	a	20	inch	diagonal	what	is	th105PSMediumApplied	problemsThe
present	ratio	of	students	to	teachers	at	a	certain106PSEasyOperations	with	rational	numbersWhat	is	the	smallest	integer	n	for	which	25	n107PSEasyProbabilitySixty	percent	of	the	members	of	a	study	group	are	women	and108*PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersEach	year	for	4	years	a	farmer	increased	the	number	of
tree109PSMediumInterpretation	of	graphs	and	tablesAccording	to	the	chart	shown	which	of	the	foleasying	is110*PSMediumProperty	of	numbersFor	the	positive	integers	a	b	and	k	a	k	b	means	that	a	k111PSMediumExponents;	Operations	with	rationalIf	t	1	2	9	5	3	is	expressed	as	a	terminating	decimal112*PSMediumStatisticsA	certain	characteristic
in	a	large	population	has	a113*PSMediumApplied	problemsIn	a	certain	district	the	ratio	of	the	number	of	registered114*PSMediumPercentsIn	country	c	the	unemployment	rate	among	construction	worke115PSMediumPercentsA	pharmaceutical	company	received	3	million	in	royalties116PSMediumProperties	of	numbersIf	p	is	the	product	of	integers
from	1	to	30	inclusive117*PSMediumProperties	of	numbersIf	n	3	8	2	8	which	of	the	foleasying	is	not	a	factor	of118*PSMediumProperties	of	numbersClub	x	has	more	than	10	but	fewer	than	40	members	sometimes119*PSMediumApplied	problemsIn	order	to	complete	a	reading	assignment	on	time	terry120PSEasyEquationsIf	s	0	and	r	s	1	2	s	what	what
is	r	in	terms	of	s121PSMediumAreaThe	front	of	a	6	foot	by	8	foot	rectangular	door	has	brass122PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersIf	a	0	3	which	of	the	foleasying	is	true123PSEasyApplied	problems;	PercentsMary	s	income	is	60	percent	more	than	tim	s	income	and	tim124PSMediumInterpretation	of	tablesEach	in	the	mileage	table	above
represents	an	entry	indic125PSEasyApplied	problemsThe	ratio	of	the	length	to	the	width	of	a	rectangular	advert126PSMediumConcepts	of	sets;	FunctionsAn	arithmetic	sequence	is	a	sequence	in	which	each	ter127*PSMediumProperties	of	numbersIf	3	x	100	for	how	many	values	of	x	is	x	3	the	square128*PSMediumElementary	combinatoricsA
researcher	plans	to	identify	each	participant	in	a	certain129*PSMediumApplied	problemsAn	object	thrown	directly	upward	is	at	a	height	of	h	feet130PSEasyInequalitiesWhich	of	the	foleasying	is	equivalent	to	the	pair	of131PSEasyApplied	problems;	Simultaneous	equaDavid	has	d	books	which	is	3	times	as	many	as	jeff	and132PSEasyStatisticsIf	the
median	of	the	numbers	in	list	i	above	is	equal	to	the133PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersThere	are	8	teams	in	a	certain	league	and	each	team	plays134PSEasySimplifying	algebraic	expressionsAn	operation	is	defined	by	the	equation	a	b	a	b	a135PSMediumStatistics;	Applied	problemsThe	price	of	lunch	for	15	people	was	207	00	including
a136PSMediumPercentsIn	town	x	64	percent	of	the	population	are	employed	and137*PSHardSecond-degree	equationsAt	his	regular	hourly	rate	don	had	estimated	the	labour	cos138PSEasyProperties	of	numbersIf	p	q	1	and	p	and	q	are	positive	integers	which	of	the139PSEasyWork/Rate	ProblemsIt	would	take	one	machine	4	hours	to	complete	a	large
produc140PSMediumApplied	problemsTo	mail	a	package	the	rate	is	x	cents	for	the	first	pound141PSMediumApplied	problemsIf	money	is	invested	at	r	percent	interest	compounded	annua142PSMediumEstimationOn	a	recent	trip	cindy	drove	her	car	290	miles	rounded	t143PSEasyInequalitiesWhich	of	the	foleasying	inequalities	is	an	algebraic
expressi144PSEasyPercents;	Applied	problemsA	factory	has	500	workers	15	percent	of	whom	are	women	if145PSEasyStatistics;	Applied	problemsIn	a	small	snack	shop	the	average	arithmetic	mean	revenue146PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersA	certain	country	had	a	total	annual	expenditure	of	1	2	x147PSEasyPerimeterA	certain	rectangular
window	is	twice	as	long	as	it	is	wide148PSEasyElementary	combinatoricsThe	diagram	above	shows	the	various	paths	along	which	a	mous149PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersIf	the	operation	is	defined	by	x	y	xy	1	2	for	all150PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersA	bar	over	a	sequence	of	digits	in	a	decimal	indicates	tha151PSMediumWord
ProblemAt	a	loading	dock	each	worker	on	the	night	crew	loaded152PSEasyEstimation	and	percentA	restaurant	meal	cost	35	50	and	there	was	no	tax	if	the153PSEasyApplied	problemsIn	a	weight	lifting	competition	the	total	weight	of	joe	s	t154PSEasyApplied	problemsA	club	collected	exactly	599	from	its	members	if	each155PSMediumProperties	of
numbersIf	y	is	the	smallest	positive	integer	such	that	3	150	multip156PSMediumComputation	with	integersIf	is	the	greatest	integer	less	than	or	equal	to	x	what157PSEasySecond-degree	equationsIf	4	x	2	x	x	what	is	the	value	of	x	2	3x158*PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersIn	the	first	week	of	the	year	nancy	saved159PSEasyTriangles	and	the
Pythagorean	theorThe	trapezoid	shown	in	the	figure	above	represents	a	cross160PSEasySimplifying	algebraic	expressionsIn	a	certain	sequence	the	term	xn	is	given	by	the	formula161PSEasyPythagorean	theoremIn	the	figure	above	v	represents	an	observation	point	at	on162PSMediumApplied	problemsDuring	a	trip	francine	traveled	x	percent	of	the
tota163*PSMediumProperties	of	numbersIf	n	33	43	43	33	what	is	the	units	digit	of	n164PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersIf	x	1	then	x	4	x	3	x	2	x165PSEasyArea	and	the	Pythagorean	theoremThe	shaded	portion	of	the	rectangular	lot	shown	above	repres166*PSHardSecond-degree	equationsA	border	of	uniform	width	is	placed	around	a
rectangular167PSMediumApplied	problemsJack	is	now	14	years	older	than	bill	if	in	10	years	jack168PSEasyApplied	problemsAn	empty	pool	being	filled	with	water	at	a	constant	rate169PSEasySecond-degree	equationsA	positive	number	x	is	multiplied	by	2	and	this	product	is170*PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersIf	d	1	2	3	5	7	is	expressed	as
a	terminating	decimal	how171PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbers;	PerA	tank	contains	10	000	gallons	of	a	solution	that	is172PSMediumSimplifying	expressions;	ComputatioFor	any	positive	integer	n	the	sum	of	the	first	n	positive173PSEasyProbabilityA	committee	is	composed	of	w	women	and	m	men	if	3	women	and174PSMediumProperties	of
numbersHow	many	prime	numbers	between	1	and	100	are	factors	of175PSEasyArea	(Circles)The	figure	above	shows	a	circular	feasyer	bed	with	its	cente176PSEasyOperations	on	radical	expressionsThe	positive	integer	n	is	divisible	by	25	if	n	1	2	is177*PSMediumPercentsLast	year	the	price	per	share	of	stock	x	increased	by178*PSHardApplied
problemsOf	the	300	subjects	who	participated	in	an	experiment	using179PSEasyApplied	problemsA	fruit	salad	mixture	consists	of	apples	peaches	and	grape180PSEasyNegative	exponentsIf	m	1	1	3	then	m	2	is	equal	to181PSMediumPercentsIf	m	0	and	x	is	m	percent	of	y	then	in	terms	of	m	y	is182*PSHardPercentsA	photography	dealer	ordered	60
model	x	cameras	to	be	sold183*PSMediumStatisticsSeven	pieces	of	rope	have	an	average	arithmetic	mean	lengt184PSEasySimplifying	algebraic	expressionsLois	has	x	dollars	more	than	jim	has	and	together	they	have185PSEasyPercents;	Applied	problemsDuring	a	certain	season	a	team	won	80	percent	of	its	first186PSEasyOperations	on	rational
numbersOf	30	applicants	for	a	job	14	had	at	least	4	years187PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsIf	1	1	x	2	2	x	then	x188PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersLast	year	for	every	100	million	vehicles	that	traveled	on	a189PSEasyApplied	problemsThirty	percent	of	the	members	of	a	swim	club	have	passed	the190PSMediumSimplifying	algebraic
expressionsWhat	is	the	difference	between	the	sixth	and	the	fifth	terms191PSMediumSecond-degree	equationsIf	x	1	2	400	which	of	the	foleasying	could	be	the	value192PSMediumInequalitiesWhich	of	the	foleasying	describes	all	values	of	x	for	which193PSMediumProbabilityThe	probability	is	1	2	that	a	certain	coin	will	turn	up	head194PSEasyApplied
problemsOf	the	final	grades	received	by	the	students	in	a	certain195PSMediumSimplifying	algebraic	expressionsAs	x	increases	from	165	to	166	which	of	the	foleasying	must196*PSMediumProperties	of	numbersFrom	the	consecutive	integers	10	to	10	inclusive197PSEasyPythagorean	theoremA	rectangular	box	is	10	inches	wide	10	inches	long
and198*PSHardSimultaneous	equationsLast	sunday	a	certain	store	sold	copies	of	newspaper	a	for199PSHardOperations	on	rational	numbersTopic200PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersThe	ratio	by	volume	of	soap	to	alcohol	to	water	in201PSEasyPercentsIf	75	percent	of	a	class	answered	the	first	question	on	a	ce202PSMediumSimple
coordinate	geometryIn	the	rectangular	coordinate	system	above	the	line	y	x203PSMediumApplied	problemsA	store	currently	charges	the	same	price	for	each	towel	that204PSMediumProperties	of	numbersIf	n	4p	where	p	is	a	prime	number	greater	than	2	how	man205PSMediumApplied	problemsJohn	and	mary	were	each	paid	x	dollars	in	advance	to
do	a206PSEasySimple	coordinate	geometry;	AreaIn	the	rectangular	coordinate	system	above	if	point	r	not207PSEasyOperations	on	rational	numbersCar	a	is	20	miles	behind	car	b	which	is	traveling	in	the208PSMediumStatistics;	Applied	problems;	SimulFor	the	past	n	days	the	average	arithmetic	mean	daily209PSMediumSimplifying	algebraic
expressionsIf	x	0	and	x	1	and	if	x	is	replaced	by	1	x	everywhere	in	th210PSEasyAngles;	Measures	of	anglesIn	the	figure	above	if	z	50	then	x	y211PSEasySimple	coordinate	geometryIn	the	coordinate	system	above	which	of	the	foleasying	is212PSEasyApplied	problemsIf	a	two	digit	positive	integer	has	its	digits	reversed	the213PSEasyCircles;	Simple
coordinate	geometryThe	circle	with	center	c	shown	above	is	tangent	to	both	axes214PSMediumApplied	problemsIn	an	electric	circuit	two	resistors	with	resistances	x	and215PSEasyProbabilityXavier	yvonne	and	zelda	each	try	independently	to	solve216PSEasySecond-degree	equationsIf	1	x	1	x	1	1	x	4	then	x	could	be217PSEasyOperations	on	rational
numbers1218*PSVery	HardOperations	on	rational	numbersList	t	consist	of	30	positive	decimals	none	of	which	is	an219PSMediumProperties	of	numbersIn	a	certain	game	a	large	container	is	filled	with	red	yel220PSEasyFirst-degree	equationsIf	2	1	2	y	1	then	y221PSEasyProperties	of	numbersIf	a	b	and	c	are	consecutive	positive	integers	and	a
b222PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersOf	the	200	students	at	college	t	majoring	in	one	or	more	of223PSEasySecond-degree	equationsIf	5	6	x	x	then	x	has	how	many	possible	values224PSEasyApplied	problemsSeed	mixture	x	is	40	percent	ryegrass	and	60	percen225PSEasyProperties	of	numbersN	is	a	positive	integer226PSMediumOperations
on	rational	numbersA	straight	pipe	1	yard	in	length	was	marked	off	in	fourths227PSMediumOperations	on	rational	numbersIf	0	0015	10	m	0	03	10	k	5	10	7	then	m	k228PSMediumSimple	coordinate	geometry;	ElementRight	triangle	pqr	is	to	be	constructed	in	the	xy	plane	s229*PSHardInequalitiesHow	many	of	the	integers	that	satisfy	the	inequality	x	2
x230PSEasyNegative	exponentsThe	value	of	2	14	2	15	2	16	2	17	5	is	Data	Sufficiency1DSMediumAbsolute	Values/ModulesWhat	is	the	value	of	x2DSEasyOverlapping	SetsWhat	percent	of	a	group	of	people	are	women	with	red	hair3DSEasyProbabilityIn	a	certain	class	one	student	is	to	be	selected	at	random4DSEasyWord	ProblemsIf	the	two	floors	in	a
certain	building	are	9	feet	apart5DSEasyOverlapping	SetsIn	college	x	the	number	of	students	enrolled	in	both	a6DSMediumArithmeticA	certain	expressway	has	exits	j	k	l	and	m	in	that	order7DSEasyNumber	PropertiesIf	n	is	an	integer	is	n	1	odd8DSEasyPercent	and	Interest	ProblemsFor	which	type	of	investment	j	or	k	is	the	annual	rate
of9DSEasyWord	ProblemsA	citrus	fruit	grower	receives	15	for	each	crate	of	oranges10DSEasyWord	ProblemsIf	pat	saved	600	of	his	earnings	last	month	how	much	did11*DSEasyGeometryIn	the	xy	plane	above	is	angle	qpr	a	right	angle12DSEasyWork/Rate	ProblemsWater	is	pumped	into	a	partially	filled	tank	at	a	constant13DSEasyInequalitiesIs	x	a
negative	number14DSEasyNumber	PropertiesIf	i	and	j	are	integers	is	i	j	an	even	integer15*DSEasyRootsWhat	is	the	cube	root	of	w16DSEasyDistance/Rate	ProblemsIf	car	x	foleasyed	car	y	across	a	certain	bridge	that	is17DSEasyAlgebraIf	n	k	m	what	is	the	value	of	k18*DSEasySequencesThe	number	of	seats	in	the	first	row	of	an	auditorium
is19DSEasyGeometryIn	pqr	if	pq	x	qr	x	2	and	pr	y	which	of	the20*DSEasyStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsWhat	is	the	value	of	n	in	the	list	above21DSEasyOverlapping	SetsWhat	percent	of	the	drama	club	members	enrolled	at	a	certain22*DSEasyDistance/Rate	ProblemsOn	a	recent	trip	mary	drove	50	miles	what	was	the
average23*DSEasyFractions/Ratios/DecimalsIn	mr	smith	s	class	what	is	the	ratio	of	the	number	of	boy24*DSEasySequencesIf	the	sequence	s	has	300	terms	what	is	the	293rd	term	of	s25*DSMediumPercent	and	Interest	ProblemsOn	a	certain	date	hannah	invested	5	000	at	x	percent26DSEasyWord	ProblemsThe	profit	from	the	sale	of	a	certain
appliance	increases27DSEasyNumber	PropertiesIf	n	is	an	integer	is	n	even28DSMediumWord	ProblemsCarmen	currently	works	30	hours	per	week	at	her	part	time29*DSMediumWord	ProblemsIf	90	students	auditioned	for	the	school	musical	how	many30DSEasyGeometryA	circular	tub	has	a	band	painted	around	its
circumference31DSEasyFractions/Ratios/DecimalsIf	t	denotes	the	thousandths	digit	in	the	decimal32*DSEasyNumber	PropertiesIf	a	and	b	are	positive	integers	is	the	product	ab	even33*DSMediumWord	ProblemsThe	weights	of	all	dishes	of	type	x	are	exactly	the	same34*DSMediumWord	ProblemsA	certain	high	school	with	a	total	enrollment	of	900
student35DSMediumGeometryThe	inside	of	a	rectangular	carton	is	48	centimeters	long36DSEasyAlgebraFor	the	system	of	equations	given	what	is	the	value	of	z37*DSMediumWord	ProblemsThe	average	arithmetic	mean	price	of	the	3	items	that	kate38DSMediumStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsA	scientist	recorded	the	number	of	eggs	in	each	of	10
birds39*DSMediumProbabilityTerry	holds	12	cards	each	of	which	is	red	white	green	or40DSMediumPercent	and	Interest	ProblemsThe	selling	price	of	an	article	is	equal	to	the	cost	of	the41*DSMediumExponents/PowersIs	4	x	y42*DSMediumGeometryCan	a	certain	rectangular	sheet	of	glass	be	positioned	on	a43DSMediumWord	ProblemsIf	p1	and	p2
are	the	populations	and	r1	and	r2	are	the44DSEasyWord	ProblemsIn	a	random	sample	of	80	adults	how	many	are	college45DSEasyDistance/Rate	ProblemsThe	table	above	shows	the	distance	in	kilometers	by	the46DSEasyFractions/Ratios/DecimalsWhat	is	the	tenths	digit	in	the	decimal	representation	of	a47DSMediumFractions/Ratios/DecimalsRobots
x	y	and	z	each	assemble	components	at	their	respect48DSEasyInequalitiesIf	a	x	b	and	c	y	d	is	x	y49DSEasyOverlapping	SetsHow	many	people	are	directors	of	both	company	k	and	company50DSEasyInequalitiesIf	x	and	yare	positive	is	x	y	greater	than51DSMediumWord	ProblemsA	clothing	store	acquired	an	item	at	a	cost	of	x	dollars
and52*DSMediumInequalitiesIf	x	and	y	are	positive	is	x	10	y53DSMediumAlgebraIf	x	is	an	integer	is	9	x	9	x	b54DSEasyWord	ProblemsA	taxi	company	charges	f	cents	for	the	first	mile	of	the55DSMediumWord	ProblemsGuy	s	net	income	equals	his	gross	income	minus	his	deduction56DSEasyGeometryWhat	is	the	value	of	z	in	the	triangle
above57*DSMediumWord	ProblemsEach	gift	certificate	sold	yesterday	by	a	certain	bookstore58DSEasyRemaindersWhat	is	the	tens	digit	of	positive	integer	x59DSMediumWord	ProblemsMax	has	125	consisting	of	bills	each	worth	either	5	or60DSEasyAlgebraWhat	is	the	value	of	n	in	the	equation	25	19	n	s61DSMediumWord	ProblemsAt	a	certain
picnic	each	of	the	guests	was	served	either	a62DSMediumWord	ProblemsStores	land	m	each	sell	a	certain	product	at	a	different63DSMediumFractions/Ratios/DecimalsIf	d	denotes	a	decimal	is	d64DSEasyNumber	PropertiesHow	many	integers	are	there	between	but	not	including65*DSMediumWord	ProblemsWhat	is	the	total	number	of	coins	that	bert
and	claire	have66DSMediumOverlapping	SetsIn	a	survey	of	200	college	graduates	30	percent	said	they67DSEasyAlgebraWhat	is	the	value	of	integer	n68DSMediumWord	ProblemsThree	machines	k	m	and	p	working	simultaneously	and69DSMediumCoordinate	GeometryOf	the	four	numbers	represented	on	the	number	line	above
is70*DSMediumStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsAt	a	certain	company	a	test	was	given	to	a	group	of	men	and71DSMediumWord	ProblemsMary	persuaded	n	friends	to	donate	500	each	to	her	electio72DSMediumNumber	PropertiesIf	m	is	an	integer	is	m	odd73DSEasyGeometryWhat	is	the	area	of	triangular	region	abc	above74*DSMediumCoordinate
GeometryIn	the	xy	coordinate	plane	is	point	r	equidistant	from75*DSMediumArithmeticIs	the	positive	two	digit	integer	n	less	than76DSMediumWord	ProblemsEach	week	a	certain	salesman	is	paid	a	fixed	amount	equal	to77DSMediumPercent	and	Interest	ProblemsA	total	of	60	000	was	invested	for	one	year	part	of	this78DSMediumWord	ProblemsAt	a
bakery	all	donuts	are	priced	equally	and	all	bagels79*DSMediumGeometryIn	the	figure	above	is	the	area	of	triangular	region	abc80*DSMediumArithmeticIf	r	and	s	are	positive	integers81DSMediumFractions/Ratios/DecimalsIf	the	ratio	of	the	number	of	teachers	to	the	number	of82DSMediumInequalitiesIf	r	0	and	s	0	is	r	s	s83*DSMediumRemaindersIf
k	is	an	integer	such	that	56	k	66	what	is	the	value84DSMediumStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsWhat	is	the	value	of	n	in	the	list	above85*DSEasyInequalitiesIf	x	and	y	are	integers	what	is	the	value	of	x	y86DSEasyAlgebraWhat	is	the	value	of	b	c87DSEasyStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsWhat	is	the	average	arithmetic	mean	of	j	and	k88DSMediumWord
ProblemsPaula	and	sandy	were	among	those	people	who	sold	raffle89DSEasyWord	ProblemsA	number	of	people	each	wrote	down	one	of	the	first90DSMediumDistance/Rate	ProblemsIs	the	number	of	seconds	required	to	travel	d1	feet	at	r191DSMediumWord	ProblemsLast	year	if	arturo	spent	a	total	of	12	000	on	his
mortgage92*DSMediumInequalitiesIf	a	b	c	and	d	are	positive	numbers	is	a	b	c	d93DSMediumOverlapping	SetsIs	the	number	of	members	of	club	x	greater	than	the	number94DSMediumOverlapping	SetsIn	a	certain	office	50	percent	of	the	employees	are	college95DSMediumStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsOn	the	number	line	above	p	q	r	s	and	t	are	five
consec96*DSMediumFunctions	and	Custom	CharactersIf	denotes	the	least	integer	greater	than	or	equal	to	x97*DSMediumInequalitiesIf	x	and	y	are	integers	is	x	y98DSMediumAlgebraIs	rs99*DSMediumAlgebraIf	r	and	s	are	the	roots	of	the	equation	x	2	bx	c100DSEasyGraphs	and	IllustrationsThe	figure	above	represents	a	circle	graph	of	company	h
s101DSMediumInequalitiesIf	x	is	negative	is	x102*DSMediumGeometryWhat	is	the	number	of	cans	that	can	be	packed	in	a	certain103DSMediumGraphs	and	IllustrationsEach	of	the	letters	in	the	table	above	represents	one	of	the104DSEasyFunctions	and	Custom	CharactersIf	denotes	the	greatest	integer	less	than	or	equal	to105DSMediumMixture
ProblemsMaterial	a	costs	3	per	kilogram	and	material	b	costs106DSEasyDistance/Rate	ProblemsWhile	on	a	straight	road	car	x	and	car	y	are	traveling	at107DSEasyDistance/Rate	ProblemsIf	a	certain	animated	cartoon	consists	of	a	total	of108DSEasyDistance/Rate	ProblemsAt	what	speed	was	a	train	traveling	on	a	trip	when	it
had109*DSMediumStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsList	m	not	shown	consists	of	8	different	integers	each110DSEasyStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsTom	jane	and	sue	each	purchased	a	new	house	the	averag111DSEasyNumber	PropertiesIf	x	and	y	are	integers	is	xy	even112DSMediumCoordinate	GeometryIf	the	successive	tick	marks	shown	on	the	number
line	above113DSHardGeometryIn	triangle	abc	point	x	is	the	midpoint	of	side	ac	an114DSHardWord	ProblemsA	department	manager	distributed	a	number	of	pens	pencils115DSMediumWork/Rate	ProblemsMachines	x	and	v	produced	identical	bottles	at	different116DSEasyWord	ProblemsOn	a	company	sponsored	cruise	2	3	of	the	passengers
were117DSEasyGeometryThe	length	of	the	edging	that	surrounds	circular	garden	k	is118DSMediumFunctions	and	Custom	CharactersFor	any	integers	x	and	y	min	x	y	and	max	x	y	denote	th119DSMediumGeometryIf	arc	pqr	above	is	a	semicircle	what	is	the	length	of120DSMediumStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsA	certain	bookcase	has	2	shelves	of	books
on	the	upper121DSMediumWord	ProblemsDuring	a	6	day	local	trade	show	the	least	number	of	people122DSMediumGeometryIn	the	figure	above	points	a	b	c	0	and	e	lie	on	a	line123*DSMediumStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsThe	range	of	the	numbers	in	set	s	is	x	and	the	range	of	the124DSMediumWord	ProblemsAn	employee	is	paid	1	5	times	the
regular	hourly	rate	for125DSMediumProbabilityA	box	contains	only	red	chips	white	chips	and	blue	chips126DSEasyWord	ProblemsWhat	was	the	revenue	that	a	theater	received	from	the	sale127DSHardPercent	and	Interest	ProblemsThe	annual	rent	collected	by	a	corporation	from	a	certai128DSMediumGeometryThe	hypotenuse	of	a	right	triangle	is
10	cm	what	is	th129DSVery	HardInequalitiesIn	the	xy	plane	region	r	consists	of	all	the	points	x	y130DSMediumGeometryWhat	is	the	volume	of	a	certain	rectangular	soli131*DSVery	HardWord	ProblemsSix	shipments	of	machine	parts	were	shipped	from	a	factory132DSMediumArithmeticJoanna	bought	only	0	15	stamps	and	0	29	stamps	how
many133*DSMediumArithmeticIf	x	y	and	z	are	three	digit	positive	integers	and	if	x134DSMediumOverlapping	SetsThe	table	beeasy	shows	the	results	of	a	survey	of	100	voter135DSHardWord	ProblemsA	school	administrator	will	assign	each	student	in	a	group136DSMediumArithmeticIf	represents	one	of	the	operations	and	x	is	k	l
m137DSMediumOverlapping	SetsHow	many	of	the	60	cars	sold	last	month	by	a	certain	dealer138DSMediumOverlapping	SetsIn	jefferson	school	300	students	study	french	or	spanish	o139DSMediumStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsWhat	is	the	median	number	of	employees	assigned	per	project140DSMediumWord	ProblemsIf	juan	had	a	doctor	s
appointment	on	a	certain	day	was	the141*DSHardWord	ProblemsLast	year	a	certain	company	began	manufacturing	product	x	a142DSMediumWord	ProblemsWhen	a	player	in	a	certain	game	tossed	a	coin	a	number	of143DSMediumWord	ProblemsBeginning	in	january	of	last	year	carl	made	deposits	of144DSMediumWord	ProblemsAre	all	of	the
numbers	in	a	certain	list	of	15	numbers	equal145DSMediumGeometryQuadrilateral	rstu	shown	above	is	a	site	plan	for	a	parking146DSEasyStatistics	and	Sets	ProblemsIf	the	average	arithmetic	mean	of	six	numbers	is	75	how147DSMediumWord	ProblemsWhat	was	the	total	amount	of	revenue	that	a	theater
received148DSMediumFractions/Ratios/DecimalsAny	decimal	that	has	only	a	finite	number	of	nonzero	digits149DSMediumGeometryIn	the	figure	above	what	is	the	value	of	x	y150DSEasyWord	ProblemsWhat	amount	did	jean	earn	from	the	commission	on	her	sales151DSMediumPercent	and	Interest	ProblemsThe	price	per	share	of	stock	x	increased	by
10	percent	over152DSEasyGeometryIn	the	figure	above	if	the	area	of	triangular	region	d	is153DSEasyWord	ProblemsIf	sara	s	age	is	exactly	twice	bill	s	age	what	is	sara	s	ag154DSMediumWord	ProblemsA	report	consisting	of	2	600	words	is	divided	into	23	paragr155DSMediumGeometryIn	the	rectangular	coordinate	system	above	if	op	pq
is156DSMediumAlgebraIn	the	expression	above	if	xn	0	what	is	the	value	of	s157DSMediumAlgebraIf	n	is	a	positive	integer	and	k	5	1	x	10	n	what	is	the158DSMediumWord	ProblemsIf	carmen	had	12	more	tapes	she	would	have	twice	as	many159DSEasyAbsolute	Values/ModulesIf	x	is	an	integer	is	x	x	2	x160DSMediumAlgebraIf	n	is	a	positive	integer	is
the	value	of	b	a	at	least161DSEasyWord	ProblemsThe	inflation	index	for	the	year	1989	relative	to	the	year162DSMediumExponents/PowersIs	5	k	less	than163DSMediumWord	ProblemsEvery	member	of	a	certain	club	volunteers	to	contribute	equa164DSEasyInequalitiesIf	x	0	is	y165DSEasyGeometryWhat	is	the	circumference	of	the	circle	above	with
center	o166DSMediumGeometryWhat	is	the	value	of	x	y	in	the	figure	above167DSMediumInequalitiesIf	n	and	k	are	positive	integers	is	n	k	1	2	2n168DSMediumWord	ProblemsIn	a	certain	business	production	index	p	is	directl169DSMediumExponents/PowersIf	n	is	a	positive	integer	is	1	10	n170DSMediumFractions/Ratios/DecimalsIf	n	is	a	positive
integer	what	is	the	tens	digit	of	n171DSMediumAlgebraWhat	is	the	value	of	2t	t	x	t	x172DSMediumNumber	PropertiesIs	n	an	integer	1	n	2	is	an	integer	2	n	1	2	is	an173DSMediumNumber	PropertiesIf	x	y	and	z	are	positive	integers	is	x	y	odd174DSEasyWord	ProblemsMarcia	s	bucket	can	hold	a	maximum	of	how	many	liters	of	wat	Critical
Reasoning1*CRMediumStrengthenSnowmaking	machines	work	by	spraying	a	mist	that2CREasyLogical	FlawHomeowners	aged	40	to	50	are	more	likely	to3*CREasyExplainSuncorp	a	new	corporation	with	limited	funds	has4CREasyLogical	FlawAccording	to	a	prediction	of	the	not	so	distant	future5CREasyInferenceA	company	is	considering	changing
its	policy	concernin6*CRMediumExplainParland	s	alligator	population	has	been	declining	in	recen7CRMediumEvaluation	of	a	PlanThe	amount	of	time	it	takes	for	most	of	a	worker8*CREasyWeakenIn	virtually	any	industry	technological	improvements9*CREasyExplainWhile	many	people	think	of	genetic	manipulation	of10CREasyAssumptionTraverton	s
city	council	wants	to	minimize	the	city11*CREasyStrengthenThe	maxilux	car	company	s	design	for	its	new	luxury12*CREasyComplete	the	PassageMost	bicycle	helmets	provide	good	protection	for	the13CREasyExplainIn	order	to	reduce	the	number	of	items	damaged	while	i14CREasyStrengthenWood	smoke	contains	dangerous	toxins	that	cause
changes	i15CREasyEvaluation	of	a	PlanA	certain	automaker	aims	to	increase	its	market	share16CREasyResolve	ParadoxIn	washington	county	attendance	at	the	movies	is	just17*CREasyStrengthenHollywood	restaurant	is	replacing	some	of	its	standard18CREasyBold	Face	CRHunter	many	people	blame	hunters	alone	for	the	decline
i19*CRMediumStrengthenA	major	network	news	organization	experienced	a20CREasyLogical	FlawPhysician	the	hormone	melatonin	has	shown	promise21CREasyAssumptionIn	recent	years	many	cabinetmakers	have	been	winning	acclai22*CREasyLogical	FlawOnly	a	reduction	of	10	percent	in	the	number	of23CREasyStrengthenMale	bowerbirds
construct	elaborately	decorated	nests	or24CREasyStrengthenPlan	concerned	about	the	welfare	of	its	senior	citizens25CREasyWeakenA	drug	that	is	highly	effective	in	treating	many	types	o26CREasyConclusionWhen	a	polygraph	test	is	judged	inconclusive	there	is	n27CREasyAssumptionFor	similar	cars	and	comparable	drivers
automobile28CRMediumBold	Face	CRLast	year	a	record	number	of	new	manufacturing	jobs	wer29*CREasyEvaluation	of	a	PlanThe	tulu	a	popular	ornamental	plant	does	not30CREasyStrengthenThe	eurasian	ruffe	a	fish	species	inadvertently	introduced31CREasyComplete	the	PassageWhich	of	the	foleasying	most	logically	completes	the
argument32CREasyWeakenLast	year	the	rate	of	in	ation	was	1	2	percent	but	for	th33*CREasyComplete	the	PassageAlthough	the	number	of	large	artificial	satellites	orbitin34CREasyArgument	ConstructionThyrian	lawmaker	thyria	s	cheese	importation	board35CREasyComplete	the	PassageThe	computer	industry	s	estimate	that	it	loses	millions
o36CRMediumWeakenWhich	of	the	foleasying	most	ligically	completes	th37CREasyWeakenIn	the	last	decade	there	has	been	a	significant	decrease	in38CRMediumComplete	the	PassageWhich	of	the	foleasying	best	completes	the	passage	beeas39*CRMediumComplete	the	PassageSviatovin	is	a	medieval	moringian	text	whose
author40CREasyStrengthenCrowding	on	mooreville	s	subway	frequently	leads	to	delay41CREasyAssumptionInstalling	scrubbers	in	smokestacks	and	switching	t42CREasyEvaluation	of	a	PlanTrancorp	currently	transports	all	its	goods	to	burlan43CRMediumWeakenSome	anthropologists	study	modern	day	societies	of	forage44CREasyExplainContrary
to	earlier	predictions	demand	for	sugarcane	ha45CRMediumComplete	the	PassageDavison	river	farmers	are	currently	deciding	betwee46CREasyAssumptionIf	the	county	continues	to	collect	residential	trash	a47CREasyArgument	EvaluationCertain	genetically	modified	strains	of	maize	produce48CREasyAssumptionAlthough	computers	can	enhance
people	s	ability	t49*CREasyExplainMaize	contains	the	vitamin	niacin	but	not	in	a	form	th50CRMediumStrengthenOne	variety	of	partially	biodegradable	plastic	beverag51CRMediumLogical	FlawRye	sown	in	the	fall	and	peasyed	into	the	soil	in	earl52CRMediumAdditional	EvidenceMost	employees	in	the	computer	industry	move	from	company
t53CREasyEvaluation	of	a	PlanInsurance	company	x	is	considering	issuing	a	new	policy	to54CRMediumMust	Be	TrueThe	fewer	restrictions	there	are	on	the	advertising	of	lega55CREasyComplete	the	PassageWhich	of	the	foleasying	most	logically	completes	the	argumen56CREasyAdditional	EvidenceEven	though	most	universities	retain	the	royalties
fro57CRMediumResolve	ParadoxIn	order	to	withstand	tidal	currents	juvenile	horsesho58CREasyWeakenRed	blood	cells	in	which	the	malarial	fever	parasite	reside59*CRMediumComplete	the	PassageWhich	of	the	foleasying	most	logically	completes	the	passage60CRMediumInferenceNeither	a	rising	standard	of	living	nor	balanced	trade
b61CRMediumResolve	ParadoxWhen	there	is	less	rainfall	than	normal	the	water	level	of62CRMediumWeakenWhen	hypnotized	subjects	are	told	that	they	are	deaf	and	ar63CRMediumBold	Face	CRA	prominent	investor	who	holds	a	large	stake	in	the	burto64CREasyStrengthenExcavation	of	the	ancient	city	of	kourion	on	the	island
o65*CRMediumComplete	the	PassageWhich	of	the	foleasying	most	logically	completes	the	passage66CRMediumConclusionTo	protect	certain	fledgling	industries	the	government	o67CREasyStrengthenSeveral	industries	have	recently	switched	at	least	partly68CRMediumArgument	EvaluationScientists	have	modified	feed	corn	genetically
increasin69*CREasyComplete	the	PassageCr	loma	ants	good	on70CRMediumArgument	EvaluationQ20	community	activist	if	morganville	wants	to	keep	it71CREasyWeakenIn	comparison	to	the	standard	typewriter	keyboard	the	efco72CRMediumArgument	EvaluationIn	the	past	the	country	of	malvernia	has	relied	heavily	on73CREasyWeakenAn	overly
centralized	economy	not	the	changes	in	th74*CRMediumComplete	the	PassageWhich	of	the	foleasying	most	logically	completes	the	argument75CREasyAssumptionBecause	no	employee	wants	to	be	associated	with	bad	news	in76CRMediumBold	Face	CRAlthough	the	earliest	surviving	greek	inscriptions	writte77CREasyAssumptionA	recent	report
determined	that	although	only	3	percent	of	d78CRHardBold	Face	CRIn	countries	where	automobile	insurance	includes79CREasyWeakenWhen	demand	for	a	factory	s	products	is	high	more80CRMediumStrengthenA	sudden	increase	in	the	production	of	elephant	ivor81*CRMediumComplete	the	PassageWhich	of	the	feasying	most	logically	completes
the	argumen82CREasyWeakenJournalist	in	physics	journals	the	number	of	articles83CREasyAssumptionSulfites84CRMediumArgument	EvaluationNetworks	of	blood	vessels	in	bats	wings	serve	only	t85CRMediumArgument	ConstructionTricky	keith	compliance	with	new	government	regulation86*CRMediumExplainWhen	trying	to	identify	new
technologies	that	promise	t87CRMediumWeakenIn	the	united	states	of	the	people	who	moved	from	as	we88CRMediumEvaluation	of	a	PlanBusinesses	are	suffering	because	of	a	lack	of	mone89CRHardBold	Face	CRSince	it	has	become	known	that	several	of	a	bank	s90CRMediumEvaluation	of	a	PlanA	new	law	gives	ownership	of	patents	documents
providing91CRMediumConclusionEnvironmentalist	the	commissioner	of	the	fish	and	gam92CRMediumResolve	ParadoxIn	the	country	of	veltria	the	past	two	years	broad93CREasyAssumptionFg	cr	trade	retaliatio94*CRMediumExplainAs	a	construction	material	bamboo	is	as	strong	as95CRMediumStrengthenStudies	in	restaurants	show	that	the	tips
left	by	customer96CREasyAssumptionAlthough	parapsychology	is	often	considered	a	pseudoscienc97CRMediumEvaluation	of	a	PlanHotco	oil	burners	designed	to	be	used	in	asphalt	plant98CRMediumBold	Face	CRDelta	products	inc	has	recently	switched	at	least	partl99CRMediumInferenceAn	experiment	was	done	in	which	human	subjects
recognize100*CRMediumWeakenDebater	the	average	amount	of	overtime	per	month	worked101CRMediumComplete	the	PassageCr	irradiatio102CREasyInferenceOne	way	to	judge	the	performance	of	a	company	is103CRMediumConclusionFor	a	trade	embargo	against	a	particular	country	to	succeed104CRMediumInferenceTheater	critic	the	play	la
finestrina	now	at	central105CREasyConclusionThe	cost	of	producing	radios	in	country	q	is	10	percent	les106*CRMediumAssumptionExposure	to	certain	chemicals	commonly	used	in	elementary107CRMediumWeakenAlthough	the	discount	stores	in	goreville	s	central	shoppin108CRMediumAdditional	EvidenceKale	has	more	nutritional	value	than
spinach	but	since109CREasyAssumptionLast	year	all	refuse	collected	by	shelbyville	city	service110CREasyArgument	EvaluationAlthough	custom	prosthetic	bone	replacements	produce111CRMediumStrengthenSpringfield	fire	commissioner	the	vast	majority	of	fals112CREasyWeakenThe	difficulty	with	the	proposed	high	speed	train	line
is113CREasyAssumptionThe	average	hourly	wage	of	television	assemblers	in	vernlan114*CRMediumArgument	EvaluationNormally	the	pineal	gland	governs	a	person	s	sleep	wake115CRMediumWeakenGuidebook	writer	have	visited	hotels	throughout	the	countr116CRMediumBold	Face	CRScientists	typically	do	their	most	creative	work	before
th117CREasyEvaluation	of	a	PlanNorthern	air	has	dozens	of	flights	daily	into	and	out	o118CRMediumStrengthenIt	is	true	of	both	men	and	women	that	those	who	marry	a119CREasyWeakenThe	earliest	mayan	pottery	found	at	colha	in	belize	i120CRMediumStrengthenCodex	berinensis	a	florentine	copy	of	an	ancient	roma121CREasyStrengthenThe
spacing	of	the	four	holes	on	a	fragment	of	a	bone	flut122CREasyWeakenOutsourcing	is	the	practice	of	obtaining	from	an	independent123CRMediumBold	Face	CRMuseums	that	house	renaissance	oil	paintings	typically	stor124*CRMediumArgument	EvaluationVargonia	has	just	introduced	a	legal	requirement	that	Sentence	Correction1*SCEasyVerb
FormIn	a	review	of	2000	studies	of	human	behavior	that	date	back2*SCEasyLogical	PredicationManufacturers	rate	batteries	in	watt	hours3SCEasyAgreementAlthough	a	surge	in	retail	sales	have	raised	hopes	that4*SCEasyRhetorical	ConstructionAt	the	end	of	the	1930s	duke	ellington	was	looking5SCEasyIdiomOf	all	the	vast	tides	of	migration	that
have	swept	through6SCEasyAgreementDiabetes	together	with	its	serious	complications	ranks	21132.7*SCEasyAgreementThe	intricate	structure	of	the	compound	insect	eye	havin8SCEasyAgreementIn	late	1997	the	chambers	inside	the	pyramid	of	the	pharao9*SCMediumLogical	PredicationIn	1979	lack	of	rain	reduced	india	s	rice	production
to10SCEasyLogical	PredicationThe	widely	accepted	big	bang	theory	holds	that	the	univers11SCEasyLogical	PredicationLike	the	idolization	accorded	the	brontes	and	browning12SCEasyVerb	FormCarnivorous	mammals	can	endure	what	would	otherwise	be13SCEasyParallelismThere	are	several	ways	to	build	solid	walls	using	just
mud14SCEasyDictionRising	inventories	when	unaccompanied	correspondingly	b15*SCEasyIdiomMany	experts	regarded	the	increase	in	credit	card	borrowing16SCMediumAgreementA	surge	in	new	home	sales	and	a	drop	in	weekly	unemploymen17SCMediumLogical	PredicationSunspots	vortices	of	gas	associated	with
stron18SCEasyParallelismWarning	that	computers	in	the	united	states	are	not	secur19*SCEasyLogical	PredicationA	pioneer	journalist	nellie	bly	s	exploits	included20SCEasyVerb	FormRetail	sales	rose	8	10	of	1	percent	in	august	intensifyin21SCEasyIdiomThe	commission	has	directed	advertisers	to	restrict	the	us22SCEasyLogical	PredicationPlants
are	more	efficient	at	acquiring	carbon	than	ar23SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionThe	iroquois	were	primarily	planters	but	supplementin24SCEasyIdiomAs	contrasted	with	the	honeybee	the	yeleasy	jacket	can	stin25SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionNeuroscientists26*SCMediumLogical	PredicationTropical	bats	play	important	roles	in	the	rain	forest
ecosys27SCEasyVerb	FormNone	of	the	attempts	to	specify	the	causes	of	crime	explain28SCEasyDictionIn	virtually	all	types	of	tissue	in	every	animal	species29SCEasyParallelismEmily	dickinsons	letters	to	susan	huntington	dickinson	wer30SCEasyIdiomPaleontologists	believe	that	fragments	of	a	primate	jawbon31SCEasyRhetorical	ConstructionUnlike
the	conviction	held	by	many	of	her	colleagues	tha32SCMediumIdiomGalileo	was	convinced	that	natural	phenomena	a33SCMediumAgreementBecause	an	oversupply	of	computer	chips	has	sent	price34SCEasyIdiomBeyond	the	immediate	cash	feasy	crisis	that	the	museum	face35*SCEasyRhetorical	ConstructionBy	1940	the	pilot	jacqueline	cochran	held
seventeen	officia36SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionAlong	with	the	drop	in	producer	prices	announced	yesterda37SCMediumParallelismDressed	as	a	man	and	using	the	name	robert	shurtlef38*SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionBengal	born	writer	philosopher	and	educator	rabindranath39SCEasyIdiomAlthough	schistosomiasis	is	not	often	fatal	it	is
s40*SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionThe	organization	of	petroleum	exporting	countries	opec	ha41SCEasyParallelismIn	1850	lucretia	mott	published	her	discourse	on	wome42SCEasyVerb	FormTo	develop	more	accurate	population	forecasts	demographer43SCMediumLogical	PredicationLaos	has	a	land	area	about	the	same	as	great	britain
but44SCEasyIdiomThe	plot	of	the	bostonians	centers	on	the	rivalry	between45SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionQuasars	at	billions	of	light	years	from	earth	the	mos46SCEasyIdiomIn	ancient	thailand	much	of	the	local	artisans	creativ47SCMediumLogical	PredicationIn	1713	alexander	pope	began	his	translation	of	the	illia48*SCEasyLogical
PredicationIt	is	called	a	sea	but	the	landlocked	caspian	is	actually49SCEasyRhetorical	ConstructionHenry	ford50SCMediumGrammatical	ConstructionAccording	to	some	analysts	the	gains	in	the	stock	marke51SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionA	new	study	suggests	that	the	conversational	pace	o52SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionTo	josephine
baker	paris	was	her	home	long	before	it	wa53SCMediumParallelismThe	nineteenth	century	chemist	humphry	davy	presented	th54SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionThe	report	recommended	that	the	hospital	should	eliminat55SCEasyRhetorical	ConstructionMany	house	builders	offer	rent	to	buy	programs56*SCMediumRhetorical
ConstructionElizabeth	barber	the	author	of	both	prehistoric57SCMediumLogical	PredicationMany	of	the	earliest	known	images	of	hindu	deities	in	indi58SCMediumGrammatical	ConstructionOg	50	that	educators	have	not	anticipated	the	impact	o59SCEasyIdiomA	leading	figure	in	the	scottish	enlightenment	adam	smith60SCEasyIdiomThe	olympic
games	helped	to	keep	peace	among	the	pugnaciou61SCMediumAgreementWhile	all	states	face	similar	industrial	waste	problems	th62SCMediumLogical	PredicationRivaling	the	pyramids	of	egypt	or	even	the	ancient	cities	o63SCEasyIdiomWhen	congress	reconvenes	some	newly	elected	members	fro64SCEasyVerb	FormDoctors	generally	agree	that
such	factors	as	cigarett65*SCEasyLogical	PredicationDigging	in	sediments	in	northern	china66SCEasyParallelismIn	a	plan	to	stop	the	erosion	of	east	coast	beaches	th67SCEasyRhetorical	ConstructionDolphin	species	s	v	agreement68*SCMediumLogical	PredicationOutlining	his	strategy	for	nursing	the	troubled	conglomerate69SCMediumRhetorical
ConstructionAffording	strategic	proximity	to	the	strait	of	gibralta70SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionThe	first	trenches	that	were	cut	into	a	500	acre	site	a71*SCMediumLogical	PredicationAlong	the	major	rivers	that	traverse	the	deserts	of72SCEasyVerb	FormHis	studies	of	ice	polished	rocks	in	his	alpine	homelan73SCMediumGrammatical
ConstructionUnlike	the	original	national	museum	of	science	an74*SCMediumIdiomDespite	its	covering	the	entire	planet	earth	has	a75SCMediumDictionMore	and	more	in	recent	years	cities	are	stressing	the	art76SCMediumVerb	FormCombining	enormous	physical	strength	with	highe77SCMediumVerb	FormA	1972	agreement	between	canada	and
the	united	state78SCMediumLogical	PredicationA	proposal	has	been	made	to	trim	the	horns	from	rhinoceroses79*SCEasySubject	Verb	AgreementRyunosuke	akutagawa	s	knowledge	of	the	literatures	of80SCEasyParallelismThe	only	way	for	growers	to	salvage	frozen	citrus	is	to81SCMediumAgreementFossils	of	the	arm	of	a	sloth	found	in	puerto	rico
i82SCMediumLogical	PredicationDefense	attorneys	have	occasionally	argued	that	thei83SCMediumDictionA	report	by	the	american	academy	for	the	advancement	o84SCEasyParallelismRecently	physicians	have	determined	that	stomach	ulcers	ar85SCMediumParallelismAccording	to	a	recent	poll	owing	and	living	in	a	free86SCMediumRhetorical
ConstructionIn	2000	a	mere	two	dozen	products	accounted	for	half	th87*SCMediumLogical	PredicationAccording	to	scientists	who	monitored	its	path88SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionOften	visible	as	smog	ozone	is	formed	in	the	atmosphere89SCEasyVerb	FormSalt	deposits	and	moisture	threaten	to	destroy	th90SCMediumVerb	FormThe	results	of
the	company	s	cost	cutting	measures	ar91SCMediumVerb	FormIn	an	effort	to	reduce	their	inventories	italian	vintne92SCMediumGrammatical	ConstructionThelonious	monk93SCMediumAgreementNobody	knows	exactly	how	many	languages	there	are	in	th94SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionHeating	oil	prices	are	expected	to	be	higher	th	is	year
tha95SCEasyDictionOut	of	se96SCMediumVerb	FormEven	though	clovis	points	spear	points	with	longitudina97*SCMediumGrammatical	ConstructionSome	anthropologists	believe	that	the	genetic	homogeneity	ev98SCEasyLogical	PredicationRanked	as	one	of	the	most	important	of	europes	youn99SCMediumGrammatical	ConstructionSc	dumb
star100SCEasyRhetorical	ConstructionHeavy	commitment	by	an	executive	to	a	course	of	actio101SCMediumDictionAs	rainfall	began	to	decrease	in	the	southwest	about	th102SCEasyIdiomYeleasy	jackets	number	among	the	900	or	so	species	of	th103SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionEl	nino	the	periodic	abnormal	warming	of	the	sea
surfac104SCMediumLogical	PredicationBeatrix	potter	in	her	book	illustrations	carefull105SCEasyRhetorical	ConstructionMarconis	conception	of	the	radio	was	as	a	substitute	for	the106SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionOriginally	developed107*SCMediumAgreementWhile	it	costs	about	the	same	to	run	nuclear	plants	as
other108SCMediumGrammatical	ConstructionQ10	authoritative	parents	are	more	likely	than	permissiv109SCMediumParallelismAmong	the	objects	found	in	the	excavated	temple	were	smal110SCEasyLogical	PredicationPublished	in	harlem	the	owner	and	editor	of	the	messenge111*SCMediumAgreementA	mutual	fund	having	billions	of	dollars	in
assets	will112SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionConstruction	of	the	roman	colosseum113SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionSc	questio114*SCMediumAgreementStarfish	with	anywhere	from	five	to	eight	arms	have	a	stro115SCMediumLogical	PredicationBecause	there	are	provisions	of	the	new	maritime	code	tha116SCEasyVerb	FormThe	original
building	and	loan	associations	were	organize117SCEasyGrammatical	ConstructionGall	s	hypothesis	of	there	being	different	mental	function118SCMediumIdiomMauritius	was	a	british	colony	for	almost	200	year119SCEasyIdiomGeorge	sand	aurore	lucile	dupin	was	one	of	the	first120SCMediumLogical	PredicationThe	world	wildlife	fund	has	declared
that	global	warming	a121SCEasyParallelismNew	theories	propose	that	catastrophic	impacts	of	asteroid122SCMediumIdiomA	firm	that	specializes	in	the	analysis	of	handwritin123SCMediumLogical	PredicationGmat	prep	s124SCMediumIdiomShe	was	less	successful	after	she	had	emigrated	to	new	york125SCEasyLogical	PredicationToday	because	of
improvements	in	agricultural	technolog126SCMediumAgreementThe	use	of	lie	detectors	is	based	on	the	assumption	that127SCEasyParallelismJoan	of	arc	a	young	frenchwoman	who	claimed	to	be128SCHardParallelismAustralian	embryologists	have	found	evidence	that	suggest129SCMediumAgreementCajuns	speak	a	dialect	brought	to	southern
louisiana	by	th130SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionEnergy131SCEasyLogical	PredicationSc	psychopat132*SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionAlthough	appearing	less	appetizing	than	most	of	their	rou133SCMediumRhetorical	ConstructionLast	week	local	shrimpers	held	a	news	conference	to	tak134SCMediumGrammatical	ConstructionRecently
implemented	shift	work	equations	base135SCMediumLogical	PredicationSpanning	more	than	fifty	years	friedrich	muller	began	hi136SCMediumIdiomMammals137SCMediumVerb	TenseJoachim	raff	and	giacomo	meyerbeer	are	examples	of	the	kin138*SCEasyDictionMost	efforts	to	combat	such	mosquito	borne	diseases	like139SCEasyParallelismIn	no
other	historical	sighting	did	halleys	comet	cause	suc140SCMediumAgreementRock	samples	Reading	Comprehension1*RCScience/Short	PassageBiologists	have	advanced	two	theories	to	explain2*RCScience/Short	PassageBiologists	have	advanced	two	theories	to	explain3*RCScience/Short	PassageBiologists	have	advanced	two	theories	to
explain4*RCScience/Short	PassageBiologists	have	advanced	two	theories	to	explain5RCBusiness/Short	PassageEcoefficiency	measures	to	minimize	environmental	impac6RCBusiness/Short	PassageEcoefficiency	measures	to	minimize	environmental	impac7RCBusiness/Short	PassageEcoefficiency	measures	to	minimize	environmental	impac8RCSocial
Science/Long	PassageArchaeology	as	a	profession	faces	two	major	problems	firs9RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageArchaeology	as	a	profession	faces	two	major	problems	firs10RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageArchaeology	as	a	profession	faces	two	major	problems	firs11*RCScience/Short	PassageIo	and	europa	the	inner	two	of	jupiter	s
four12*RCScience/Short	PassageIo	and	europa	the	inner	two	of	jupiter	s	four13*RCScience/Short	PassageIo	and	europa	the	inner	two	of	jupiter	s	four14*RCHumanities/Short	PassageAccording	to	the	passage15*RCHumanities/Short	PassageAccording	to	the	passage16*RCHumanities/Short	PassageAccording	to	the	passage17*RCHumanities/Short
PassageAccording	to	the	passage18RCScience/Long	PassageIn	terrestrial	environments	gravity	places19RCScience/Long	PassageIn	terrestrial	environments	gravity	places20RCScience/Long	PassageIn	terrestrial	environments	gravit21RCScience/Long	PassageIn	terrestrial	environments	gravity	places22RCScience/Long	PassageIn	terrestrial
environments	gravity	places23RCScience/Long	PassageIn	terrestrial	environments	gravity	places24RCScience/Long	PassageIn	terrestrial	environments	gravit25RCScience/Long	PassageIn	terrestrial	environments	gravity	places26RCBusiness/Short	PassageIn	1988	services	moved	ahead	of27RCBusiness/Short	PassageIn	1988	services	moved	ahead
of28RCBusiness/Short	PassageIn	1988	services	moved	ahead	of29RCBusiness/Short	PassageIn	1988	services	moved	ahead	of30RCBusiness/Short	PassageIn	1988	services	moved	ahead	of31RCBusiness/Short	PassageCurrent	feminist	theory	in	validating	women	s	own32RCHumanities/Short	PassageCurrent	feminist	theory	in	validating	women	s
own33RCHumanities/Short	PassageCurrent	feminist	theory	in	validating	women	s	own34RCHumanities/Short	PassageCurrent	feminist	theory	in	validating	women	s	own35RCHumanities/Short	PassageCurrent	feminist	theory	in	validating	women	s	own36RCHumanities/Short	PassageCurrent	feminist	theory	in	validating	women	s
own37*RCBusiness/Long	PassageManufacturers	have	to	do	more	than	build	large	manufacturing38*RCBusiness/Long	PassageManufacturers	have	to	do	more	than	build	large	manufacturing39*RCBusiness/Long	PassageManufacturers	have	to	do	more	than	build	large	manufacturing40*RCBusiness/Long	PassageManufacturers	have	to	do	more	than
build	large	manufacturing41*RCBusiness/Long	PassageManufacturers	have	to	do	more	than	build	large	manufacturing42RCBusiness/Short	PassageIn	the	seventeenth	century	florentine	textile43RCBusiness/Short	PassageIn	the	seventeenth	century	florentine	textile44RCBusiness/Short	PassageIn	the	seventeenth	century	florentine
textile45RCBusiness/Short	PassageSome	observers	have	attributed	the	dramatic	growth	in46RCBusiness/Short	PassageSome	observers	have	attributed	the	dramatic	growth	in47RCBusiness/Short	PassageSome	observers	have	attributed	the	dramatic	growth	in48RCBusiness/Short	PassageSome	observers	have	attributed	the	dramatic	growth
in49RCBusiness/Short	PassageSome	observers	have	attributed	the	dramatic	growth	in50RCBusiness/Short	PassageSome	observers	have	attributed	the	dramatic	growth	in51RCBusiness/Short	PassageSome	observers	have	attributed	the	dramatic	growth	in52*RCBusiness/Short	PassageAmong	the	myths	taken	as	fact	by	the	environmental
managers53*RCBusiness/Short	PassageAmong	the	myths	taken	as	fact	by	the	environmental	managers54*RCBusiness/Short	PassageAmong	the	myths	taken	as	fact	by	the	environmental	managers55*RCBusiness/Short	PassageAmong	the	myths	taken	as	fact	by	the	environmental	managers56RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageIn	winters	v	united	states
1908	the	supreme	court	hel57RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageIn	winters	v	united	states	1908	the	supreme	court	hel58RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageIn	winters	v	united	states	1908	the	supreme	court	held59RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageIn	winters	v	united	states	1908	the	supreme	court	held60RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageIn	winters	v	united
states	1908	the	supreme	court	hel61RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageIn	winters	v	united	states	1908	the	supreme	court	hel62RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageIn	winters	v	united	states	1908	the	supreme	court	held63RCSciences/Long	PassageMilankovitch	proposed	in	the	early	twentieth	centu64RCSciences/Long	PassageMilankovitch	proposed	in	the
early	twentieth	centu65RCSciences/Long	PassageMilankovitch	proposed	in	the	early	twentieth	centu66RCSciences/Long	PassageMilankovitch	proposed	in	the	early	twentieth	centu67RCSciences/Long	PassageMilankovitch	proposed	in	the	early	twentieth	century	that68RCSciences/Long	PassageMilankovitch	proposed	in	the	early	twentieth
centu69RCHumanities/Short	PassageTwo	works	published	in	1984	demonstrate	contrastin70RCHumanities/Short	PassageTwo	works	published	in	1984	demonstrate	contrastin71RCHumanities/Short	PassageTwo	works	published	in	1984	demonstrate	contrastin72RCHumanities/Short	PassageTwo	works	published	in	1984	demonstrate
contrastin73RCHumanities/Short	PassageTwo	works	published	in	1984	demonstrate	contrastin74RCHumanities/Short	PassageTwo	works	published	in	1984	demonstrate	contrastin75RCSciences/Long	PassageIt	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	was	independent	of76RCSciences/Long	PassageIt	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	was	independent
of77RCSciences/Long	PassageIt	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	was	independent	of78RCSciences/Long	PassageIt	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	was	independent	of79RCSciences/Long	PassageIt	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	was	independent	of80RCSciences/Long	PassageIt	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	was	independent
of81RCSciences/Long	PassageIt	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	was	independent	of82RCSciences/Long	PassagePassage	38	it	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	w83RCSciences/Long	PassagePassage	38	it	was	once	believed	that	the	brain	w84*RCHumanities/Short	PassageActing	on	the	recommendation	of	a	british85*RCHumanities/Short
PassageActing	on	the	recommendation	of	a	british86*RCHumanities/Short	PassageActing	on	the	recommendation	of	a	british87RCHumanities/Short	PassageIn	1955	maurice	duverger	published	the88RCHumanities/Short	PassageIn	1955	maurice	duverger	published	the89RCHumanities/Short	PassageIn	1955	maurice	duverger	published
the90RCHumanities/Short	PassageIn	1955	maurice	duverger	published	the91RCHumanities/Short	PassageIn	1955	maurice	duverger	published	the92RCHumanities/Short	PassageIn	1955	maurice	duverger	published	the93RCBusiness/Long	PassagePassage	13	the	majority	of	successful	senior	managers	do	n94RCBusiness/Long	PassagePassage	13	the
majority	of	successful	senior	managers	do	n95RCBusiness/Long	PassagePassage	13	the	majority	of	successful	senior	managers	do	n96RCBusiness/Long	PassagePassage	13	the	majority	of	successful	senior	managers	do	n97RCBusiness/Long	PassagePassage	13	the	majority	of	successful	senior	managers	do	n98RCBusiness/Long	PassagePassage	13	the
majority	of	successful	senior	managers	do	n99RCBusiness/Long	PassageRc	medical	treatmen100RCSciences/Short	PassageFrazier	and	mosteller	assert	that	medical	research	could	be101RCSciences/Short	PassageFrazier	and	mosteller	assert	that	medical	research	could	be102RCSciences/Short	PassageRc	medical	treatmen103RCSciences/Short
PassageFrazier	and	mosteller	assert	that	medical	research	could	be104RCSciences/Long	PassageAccording	to	a	recent	theory	archean	age	gold	quartz	vein105RCSciences/Long	PassageAccording	to	a	recent	theory	archean	age	gold	quartz	vein106RCSciences/Long	PassageAccording	to	a	recent	theory	archean	age	gold	quartz
vein107RCSciences/Long	PassageAccording	to	a	recent	theory	archean	age	gold	quartz	vein108RCSciences/Long	PassageAccording	to	a	recent	theory	archean	age	gold	quartz	vein109RCSciences/Long	PassageAccording	to	a	recent	theory	archean	age	gold	quartz	vein110RCSciences/Long	PassageAccording	to	a	recent	theory	archean	age	gold	quartz



vein111*RCSciences/Short	PassageWhile	the	most	abundant	and	dominant	species	within	a112*RCSciences/Short	PassageWhile	the	most	abundant	and	dominant	species	within	a113*RCSciences/Short	PassageWhile	the	most	abundant	and	dominant	species	within	a114*RCSciences/Short	PassageWhile	the	most	abundant	and	dominant	species	within
a115RCSciences/Long	PassageAfter	evidence	was	obtained	in	the	1920s	that	the	univers116RCSciences/Long	PassageAfter	evidence	was	obtained	in	the	1920s	that	the	univers117RCSciences/Long	PassageAfter	evidence	was	obtained	in	the	1920s	that	the	univers118RCSciences/Long	PassageAfter	evidence	was	obtained	in	the	1920s	that	the
univers119RCSciences/Long	PassageAfter	evidence	was	obtained	in	the	1920s	that	the	univers120RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageJon	clarki	s	study	of	the	effect	of	the	modernization	of121RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageJon	clarki	s	study	of	the	effect	of	the	modernization	of122RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageJon	clarki	s	study	of	the	effect	of	the
modernization	of123RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageJon	clarki	s	study	of	the	effect	of	the	modernization	of124RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageJon	clarki	s	study	of	the	effect	of	the	modernization	of125RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageJon	clarki	s	study	of	the	effect	of	the	modernization	of126RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageJon	clarki	s	study	of	the	effect
of	the	modernization	of127RCSocial	Science/Long	PassageJon	clarki	s	study	of	the	effect	of	the	modernization	of128RCSciences/Long	PassagePassage	24	all	of	the	cells	in	a	particular	plant	start	o129RCSciences/Long	PassagePassage	24	all	of	the	cells	in	a	particular	plant	start	o130RCSciences/Long	PassagePassage	24	all	of	the	cells	in	a	particular
plant	start	o131RCSciences/Long	PassagePassage	24	all	of	the	cells	in	a	particular	plant	start	o132RCSciences/Long	PassageAll	of	the	cells	in	a	particular	plant	start	out	with	the133RCSciences/Long	PassagePassage	24	all	of	the	cells	in	a	particular	plant	start	o134RCHumanities/Long	PassageIn	the	two	decades	between	1910	and	1930	over	ten
percen135RCHumanities/Long	PassageIn	the	two	decades	between	1910	and	1930	over	ten	percen136RCHumanities/Long	PassageIn	the	two	decades	between	1910	and	1930	over	ten	percen137RCHumanities/Long	PassageIn	the	two	decades	between	1910	and	1930	over	ten	percen138RCHumanities/Long	PassageIn	the	two	decades	between	1910
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